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Nine

THE ICE HOLE

This incident comes from some comments Howard made to me as we were walking down
Terlingua Creek behind his mobile home one afternoon—an incident that had been buried in
his psyche for so many years that he was shocked when he heard himself telling it. He
immediately clammed up and, in silence, we continued down the pebbly creek bed.

I knew here was something I'd have to write about someday. But all I had were those few
comments of his and nothing on tape. One time when my insatiable quest for more and more
details got the best of him, Howard said testily, “Use your imagination.” Imagination? Just
the thought of that word gave me the shivers. That's work. Ten years of imagining scenes for
Black Exodus had wrung me out. All I wanted to do now was just tape him. Not think. Later I
could worry about writing everything up.

Creating a chapter from practically nothing without compromising Howard's credibility
would be a daunting task. The only way around it, I came to the conclusion, would be to tell
you up front what I was doing. So for the moment let's forget this is a book. Think Hollywood
instead. Think a movie. (More about this later.) Based on those few comments of Howard,
here is the incident as I visualize it. I might be wrong. But knowing how Howard operated in
SOG years later under the CIA's secret mandate to team leaders—“Carry out the mission at
all costs. Those under you are expendable”—I don't imagine I'm far off the mark.

Howard's actions here just foreshadow the stark practicality of that unholy CIA policy.

 The ground itself was rock hard, but a hole had been dug into a narrow snow-filled ravine.
The hole was about five and a half feet deep, with a rim of ice-encrusted snow bordering it. It
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was a good head shorter than “Snapper”Arnold and Jim Barconi, the other two Marines with
Pappy. Pappy, all five foot eight of him raising up on his heels, could barely peek out over the
top. And then all he could see of the cold world north of the 38th parallel in Korea was a
circle of barren white hills and a swollen gray sky. There was no wind.

“I can't take it anymore,” Snapper Arnold said bitterly. At the best of times he was antsy
and short-tempered.

“I've had it, too,” Barconi echoed. “Jesus. I'm freezing to death. I can't feel my toes
anymore. I'm afraid to scratch my nuts, they might crack off. Fuck this shit. I'm going over to
them. You with me?”

“Yeah. What the fuck. Fuck it,” Snapper snapped. “Who's gonna know anyhow. Stay like
this and we're gonna die. That's all there is to it.” He squirmed around in the hole to stare at
Pappy. “You with us?  We all die together or we all survive together. Whaddaya say?”

Three and a half days and they've already cracked, Pappy thought. Hmmph. Lose your
soul for a warm blanket.

“So what are you guys gonna do?” Pappy said.
After the Punchbowl everyone called Howard “Pappy” The conqueror of the mountain,

Pappy's hair had turned white after the battle. Now it was back to its natural color, brown.
“Do whatever they ask us,” Snapper said, and Barconi nodded in agreement. The ugly

word “turncoat” hung in the air like an icy accusation.
“Are you sure? I don't want to get in on this if you guys back out at the last minute and

leave me hanging,” Pappy said. He rubbed his pink chin vigorously; he had yet to have his
first shave. “You sure now? Absolutely sure?”

“Fuckin' A we are,” the two Marines replied. “You with us or not?”
“Okay. I'm in.”
Pappy would talk to the Chinese commandant for them.
The frozen three hugged one another, tighter; hugs that had kept their body heat somewhat

in throughout this long, freezing ordeal. One thing about arctic conditions, you couldn't smell
your buddy's cruddy body, or your own.

A few meters away, the two Chinese guards sat outside their pup tents staring into the
white nothingness with stoic eyes. When it came time to feed the captives, “Google Eyes,”
the friendlier of the short and stocky guards, got up and walked over with their meager ration
of fish heads and rice balls. Pappy asked to be taken to the commandant, whose heavy square
canvas tent was about a thousand meters away by a giant boulder. Milling about the area were
a couple battalions of bored Chinese troops. It was a Thursday. The last of the fighting had
been on Sunday, and this Sunday it would start all over again, ad nauseum. The non-bankers'
hours war, as Howard called it in the chapter “Going Into Korea.”

 
“My comrades are planning to escape tonight,” Pappy told the commandant a few
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moments after entering his tent. The commandant, who had a rudimentary grasp of English,
looked up, not at all interested, and went back to brewing his tea over a tiny metal stove on
the grimy canvas floor.

Taking the measure of the officer, Pappy thought, Oh? No reaction, huh. Inscrutable
Chink or not, you should be at least pleased. “Oooo God, that feels good,” he sighed
dramatically, fanning stray molecules of heat his way. “My cheeks are really tingling from
that stove.” Wiggling his jowls, pinching his cheeks, he smiled, a beatific smile of innocence
that bordered on the idiotic.

Google Eyes shot him a warning glance. Be respectful. You're not playing with me now.
“Speak,” the commandant finally spoke up. Seated in a folding canvas chair, not unlike a

Hollywood director's chair, he made a gesture for Pappy to continue, and went back to
stirring the dark green leaves in the pot with his prized Swiss Army knife. A rolled-up
sleeping bag in the corner, a worn backpack, a U.S. World War Two radio set, an AK-47
rifle, and an open duffel bag full of clothing and papers completed his austere belongings.

Lacing his talk with a few choice dirty Mandarin words, Pappy put on a performance that
Charlie Chaplin would've envied. Amused and utterly fascinated by the little Marine, the
commandant openly stared at him.

If feelings were really strong enough, Pappy knew you could transcend any language
barrier and achieve a sort of one to one mind contact. He had proved this time and time again
when he was fourteen and partying with drunk Mexicans all up and down the desolate and
lawless Rio Grande in Texas. His Spanish was horrible, consisting only of a few dirty slang
words; but combine that with his body language, and he was the most likable gringo the
Mexicans had ever known.

And now here Pappy was, an old man of seventeen.
Speaking English slowly, and precisely, Pappy told the commandant, “I have had a lot of

time to think, sir. And I—I really want to know about the communist way of life. I don't
know what we are doing here in Korea or what we are fighting for. I don't know anything
about politics. Or governments. Can you help me, comrade? I really want to know about your
side. I'm nobody. I'm just a human. All I know is what I've been told by my people. I want to
know the truth. The truth! This is not wrong, is it? I am not a traitor.  I just want to know.”

The commandant struggled to keep a straight face. The political commissars will love this
boy. “No,” he said, containing his glee. “No traitor. You a human. Human. Good.” Taking
Pappy's hand in his, he shook it energetically to seal their common humanity.

This made the commandant's third American turncoat and the first one he really believed
wasn't a sniveling coward out for some creature comforts. But the thought confused him,
threw him off stride. Wasn't this Marine far, far worse than the others. Anyone who would
betray his own comrades was lower than sewage water. As a soldier, he had nothing but scorn
and contempt for the boy; but, alas, these turncoats were his ticket out of here. Back to
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Manchuria with a real roof over his head and a coal-fired heater. Small reward indeed for
fifteen years of dedicated service. Perhaps even back to Nanking, he daydreamed, thinking
about his wife and six children there. He hadn't seen them in two years. Two whole years
since they had come to the aid of their North Korean socialist brothers.

“You go in hole now. Tomorrow see you. Maybe you free with me.” Free with me. There
was no mistaking the pact that had developed between the two. He patted Pappy on the
shoulder, fixed him a cup of tea, and gave him four hardtack biscuits and a pair of woolen
socks for his frostbitten feet. Pappy gave the tea to Google Eyes and looked back at the
commandant, who, with an indifferent shrug, fixed another cup for him.

After savoring every precious drop of tea, Pappy sheepishly hid the socks and biscuits
under his bulky clothing and gave the commandant a snappy salute. “Thank you, sir.” Then
his eyes filled with grateful tears.

Totally break down.
He began sobbing piteously.
Come back bravely.
He pointed to the holstered pistol on the commandant's side and moved his finger to his

temple. “Shoot me, sir.” He wiped the snot from his nose. Looked at it. Nothing was right.
Nothing would ever be right again.

“Huh?”
 “Shoot me. You know why.”
“No.”
“You do, sir.  You do.”
“Uh . . . ”  Something about the boy made him answer truthfully. “Yes. You traitor.” His

respect for the boy increased marginally. “You not worry. My worry. Okay.” He gave an
order to Google Eyes, who nodded, and took him away.

On the way back to the ice hole, Google Eyes smiled ingratiatingly at Pappy, his AK-47 all
but forgotten in his quilted arms. Now with the commandant's blessings, he could like the
little Marine who was always joking with him. The other two Americans, giant evil men,
were always scowling and cursing him behind his back.

“What's going on?” Snapper and Barconi looked up at Pappy, who only minutes earlier
had come out of his state of believing what he was saying. In a blaze of self-discovery, he
realized that he hadn't been acting at all. He had tricked his mind. He had manipulated it!

“I made a deal,” Pappy said, and started to lower himself into the hole. Google Eyes and
the other guard stopped him, beckoned the two Marines to get out, and then gently helped
Pappy down into the hole.

“Awwright,” Snapper cried, taking in the red carpet treatment. A wave of relief cracked
the two Marines' gaunt unshaven faces.

Overcome with emotion, Jim Barconi murmured, “Pappy . . . Pappy. You came through
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for us.  Where're they taking us?” The guards were leading the two Marines away.
Yeah, I came through, Pappy thought through the darkness of his soul.
“I don't know,” he said to the two Marines' retreating figures.
He had taken off his boots and was pulling on the extra pair of woolen socks when he

heard the gunshots coming from over a ridge where they had disappeared. So soon. Hmmph.
His mouth formed a grim line as he finished lacing up the boots.

Well . . .
He climbed out of the hole and scavenged through the guards' pup tents, wrapped one of

their blankets around his shoulder, pocketed a small knife and what food provisions they had.
You won't need this or anything else in life when the commandant gets through with you two.
He walked away, nonchalantly nibbling on a biscuit, no different than the other American
deserter he had seen roaming about freely.

A few days later, wandering through the barren white hills, he was back at his own lines. It
sounds easy. It wasn't.

-   -   -

I remember Howard and I were walking along admiring the translucent, cloudless white
sky which seemed to stretch on to eternity. We had just commented on how fat the quail were
this year, when suddenly he stopped and stooped over, hands on his knees. He began staring
into a shallow pool of water in the creek bed. A school of silvery minnows, like miniature jet
fighters, were skimming along the sandy yellow bottom of the inches-deep water. I knew
something was coming. I waited, and then waited some more. Finally, in a hoarse whisper,
Howard said, “They were better off.”

I looked away in acute embarrassment.
In my mind's eye, I could see that snapshot of Howard, bare-chested under Lady Bird

Johnson's Texas flag, with the tattoo DEATH BEFORE DISHONOR on his left triceps. A
souvenir of his first boot camp liberty in the Marine Corps.

As best as I can remember those few comments of Howard were: “There was the three of
us they captured and threw in a hole in the snow . . . a big open field . . . the two Marines with
me went over to the enemy . . . I got out of the hole and walked away . . . they stayed and
died.” And his last comment: “They were better off.”

“A coward dies a thousand deaths” the thought came to me when I heard him say that.
About this self-induced state of Howard's? It's pure Howard. As he would tell me over and

over, “It's the one key to my success and longevity.” I never thought to ask him how it came
about, so I just invented a beginning for it here.

This incident was far too important to just let it go. I could see it vividly in Howard's
movie (as everything he told me was a movie in my mind). I had to think: What would
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Hollywood do with just those few comments of his?
Nothing, absolutely nothing, unless I brought it to their attention forcefully.
Dealing with Hollywood years later, I had learned that you had better do that. It's only

common sense. Joel Silver, producer of Die Hard with Bruce Willis, said of my manuscript,
More Than A Warrior, “Maybe it's time for Sergeant Howard Upchurch's story to come out.”

Silver got that from Howard saying, “I'm putting the dirty laundry out for everyone to see.
It's time the world should know what we did.” I went out of my way to emphasize that
passage (and a whole slew of others),  hoping to subtly influence anyone who read my stuff.

I was shocked, really shocked, to see that the subliminal ploy actually worked!
However, in closing, Producer Silver said: “Dick Frank only has half a manuscript.”
Nothing new here. I'd been down that road so many, many times before with Howard's

story. But I'm getting way ahead of my story.
Howard was a “prisoner of war” twice in Korea, and then as a SOG mercenary three more

times in Southeast Asia. And each time they couldn't hold him for long.

Tape 19, mark 48—53  Korea: The second escape.

“Got a shrunk stomach once, never recovered from it,” Howard was saying. “Twenty-two
days without no food. And, uh . . .”
 “What did you call it, swamp stomach?” I asked.

“Shrunk.”
“Oh, shrunk.”
Helen said, “When you cook for him, he'll just nibble at it and push his plate away.”
I guess that's what Helen said. Too much dish rattling in the kitchen for the tape to pick up

her words clearly. And then Helen's grandchild Baby Jake, who was sitting on Howard's lap,
never stopped babbling. Miracle of miracles: Howard wasn't smoking because of concern for
the child.

“This is one of your missions [in Southeast Asia], I guess. Twenty-two days? No food,” I
said.

“No. In Korea, Dick,” Howard said. “I was trapped for twenty-two days. I hid in a hole in
a Chinese supply bunker because of their  advancement into the area where I was hiding. And
they stayed there for twenty-two days,” he chuckled, “before they were rousted by the
American army. I hid in the hole, and they had horse rolls with water and cracked rice cached
in this hole. Lots of cracked rice. And that was it.  And, uh, AK-47 ammunition they'd just
sling over their chest. That's all they carried. And this was one of the forward caches they
had.   And I went into this hole. Cave. And I hid myself in the cache of supplies. I could hear
'em talking. And they stayed there for twenty-two days, and I'm hiding in the horse rolls. They
would come in and take 'em out, and I'm burrowing in deeper and deeper into 'em, you know.
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Trying to stay . . . I thought they was gonna strip 'em, and there I was.
“Fortunately,” Howard chuckled again, “they didn't take 'em all. I managed to keep going

deeper and deeper into this cache and hid from them. And one morning I heard American
voices, and I crawled out. I was blinded and I couldn't see. 'Cause I'd been in that hole
twenty-two days, and its pitch black dark in there. And the American voices when I crawled
out the cave, the sunshine was real bright and there was snow on the ground. And the glare
just flipped me out. I couldn't see shit. I was blind for about three or four hours before I could
even see after being in total darkness, you know. Twenty-two days. But I was never so glad to
hear a goddamn English word spoke in my damn life.

“And I'm just waiting for these [Chinese] dudes to keep pulling these horse rolls away and
get to me, you know. Every time they'd leave the cave, I'd burrow in deeper, keep penetrating
into the stack. They had 'em stacked agin the cave wall like this.” He raised a hand high over
his head. “I kept going deeper and I finally got all the way agin the cave wall, and I had all
these horse rolls against me. And one morning I heard American voices. Well, I wouldn't
even bother with the rolls. I did tear a few of 'em open to drink the water. I tried to eat the
rice, but it gave me stomach cramps so bad that I forgot about it. I just drank water outta the
cans in the rolls . . . And they sent me out to Japan, and my stomach was never the same. I
couldn't eat much. To this day I can't eat much.”

“That might've helped you survive in the jungles later,” I volunteered. “Less food.”
“Oh, yeah,” Howard said.


